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If the pandemic has shown us anything, it’s that in-person fashion shows are so last
season. Emily Rose Sorbara, a senior at the University of Rhode Island, discussed how the
pandemic has changed the fashion industry in terms of its fashion shows and fashion weeks.
Emily began by discussing fashion shows before the pandemic, which seems like a
distant memory to us all. Fashion shows originated in the nineteenth century as “salon shows.”
These shows were often private events and exclusive to elites. That changed in the early 1900s,
as scheduled fashion shows or “fashion parades” gained popularity. The first fashion show was
held by the Ehrich Brothers in 1903. Now fashion weeks are held across the globe. New York
City, Paris, Milan, and London are four major cities where fashion week is all the rave. Everyone
who is anyone is present, including buyers, celebrities, top models, designers and of course, the
media to capture it all. With the onset of the pandemic, there were many challenges.
Prior to 2020, NYFW was in one central area. Although going to shows is exciting,
getting to them all could be very tiresome. Designers want to be noticed, which is why many try
to stand out by picking exclusive venues. However, fashion shows can be very expensive and
some designers, such as Philip Lim, took an alternative approach. Stepping away from the
traditional fashion show, Lim had a new approach to cater to broader audiences by using social
media to promote his campaigns, store events and presentation. Other designers began to catch
on, hoping to make their shows memorable. In-person events offered a chance to create bonds
with audiences.
While some designers were already reinventing the fashion show, the pandemic
accelerated the pace. During COVID-19, brands were close to canceling their shows altogether.
With social distancing the new norm, fashion shows had to find a way to bring the shows to their
audiences remotely. Already ahead in the digital era, the fashion industry took advantage of new,
innovative technologies and virtual fashion shows were born.
Shanghai hosted the world’s first online fashion week in March 2020. Designers were
live streaming shows and with the click of their smartphones, viewers were able to buy fashions
off the runway. Prioritizing inclusivity, International Digital Fashion Week was only a click
away. With no travel necessary and free to watch online, fashion week was expanded to a
broader digital audience, unlike anything seen before.
The 2020 virtual takeover included designers renting out extravagant venues, catwalks in
the form of mini-movies, 3D rendering of garments, and face masks being incorporated in the
shows. The high-end brand, Dolce & Gabbana, used drones instead of models to present their
handbags. Although people were stripped from the in-person experience, virtual shows allowed
individuals to recharge amidst the chaos of the pandemic, seeing fashion in a new light. As we
begin to walk away from the pandemic and welcome the return of in-person fashion shows,
digital presentations—which expanded fashion week to a wider audience—are here to stay.

